USER GUIDE

You will need:
- 2 x bearers (4” - 5” wide)
- 2 x pairs of EZ Dogs
- Log
- Hammer

To position EZ Dogs:
1. Roll log into place on the bearers (Fig. 1).
2. Place EZ Dogs on first bearer, one on each side of the log. Make sure the spikes are facing inwards (Fig. 2).
3. Push EZ Dog spikes as far as possible into the log by hand.
4. Turn bolts on both Dogs until the clamps have a loose grip on the bearer.
5. Hammer the butt of each EZ Dog until the spike is well into the log, then tighten bolt fully.
6. Repeat steps 2 – 5 with second bearer and other pair of EZ Dogs.

Options:
1. Turn the EZ Dogs around, using the butt end for re-saw timbers (Fig. 3).
2. Use the EZ Dogs between two logs (Fig. 4).
3. Use two spikes to give a better grip on heavy logs (Fig. 5).
4. Position spikes at approximately 45° to give a better grip on larger logs (Fig. 6).